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Chris … opened the meeting at 8.10pm with a
welcome to all and proceeded straight into a
demonstration of over unity. He drew a circle
and then a line to the centre, which he said was
unity. He then drew past the centre which he
said was over unity. He demonstrated this with
a set of electronic scales and 1Kg in a sock and
a stick. He said that it did not break any laws –
it was just a different way of looking at it –
saying that it was a matter of pressure over
area and could be considered as a gravity
amplifier.

Warwick … said that he would not be
convinced until he saw a unit running on the
bench to prove it.
Chris … then demonstrated a range of LED
lights He had a big 225 Watt street light with
eight times the incandescent light output, which
made it equivalent to a 1900 Watt incandescent
light. It had an estimated life of 50,000 hours
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and represented a power saving over the life of
the lamp of 10 times the initial cost. He also had
a range of other lights varying down to small
down lights. He intended to market these lights
from his company :
LEDA AUSTRALIA, Chris Gargula prop,
2 Hawke Rd. Victor Harbor, South Australia
5211, ph 0408 648 222.

Michael … said that he went to the “Tom
Bearden” Webb site and that he had bought
“Energy in the Vacuum 1 & 2”DVD’s and a book
on the new trifilar wound over unity Bedini
motor. He demonstrated his version and said
that the negative spikes from the motor are fed
into a battery, which in turn helps to draw
negative energy into it, like a heat pump, except
that it was drawing energy from the surround.
He also said that he had 60 DVD’s on Tesla
Coil builders, of two hours recording time each
and all different.
Dino … discussed his detoxing with sunflower
oil. He then gave a demonstration of a 3.5 inch
multimedia external hard drive with a large
amount of ASTRO SA information on it, which
he bought from EBay for $50.00. He then
demonstrated a Far infrared portable sauna,
which he had also bought on EBay for $227.00.

It was an “INA Health” 1000 Watt unit, which he
claimed to be more detoxing than a regular
steam sauna.
Devashaon … had built a 55cm by 89cm by
144cm high 3 layer orgone chamber to sit in
and meditate.
Ashley, Andrew and Peter … briefly
discussed the global warming scenario. Peter
said that it was now called ‘Climate Change”
and that it was basically due to sun spot activity
and that carbon credits was a Y2000 type
scam.
Victor … demonstrated a bioorganic device for
measuring energy. He said that all biofields
were linked. His device used a small tub of
yoghurt as a biological energy sensor. The
resistance changed with the biofields in the
surrounds, such as emotions. He said that it
was sensitive enough to measure what people
were thinking of you and that his two sons were
quite proficient at using it.

Bruce … produced a magnetic pulser, which he
said, unlike many other therapeutic units, used
pulsed DC to reduce the 50Hz component. He
said that he used it with the North Pole up and
that it also sped up the healing of broken
bones.
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Ron … said that he had come across a set of
extremely rare books by Wilhelm Reich and had
converted them into talking books. He also
produced his latest gizmo, an insulated crock
pot. Just heat it up, turn the power off and it
stays hot and continues to cook the meal.

Hans … said that this was an old way of
cooking. He said that he would bring his pot of
rice to the boil and then put it in his bed, stating
that it always came out good!
Jan … said that he did much the same as
Chris’s gravity wheel two years ago. He said
that he saw on TV a man using an 800Watt
motor to drive a flywheel that was coupled to a
generator producing 5000Watts on the other
side. Ha added that he had formed a society

with some Polish scientists to make gravity
devices!
Ashley … Suggested that ASTROSA should
buy a 3.5 inch portable hard drive to bring the
video library in to meetings on. He said that he
had seen a vortex rain head demonstrated on
an inventor’s TV show several weeks ago. He
also mentioned that he had come across a
Wilhelm Reich museum and that a DVD set on
Reich was available and would be a good asset
for our library. Ashley said that there was a
Webb site, http://www.coralcastlecode.com that
claimed that the Coral Castle code had been
cracked, using sacred geometry, flower of life
and a good understanding of magnetics and
gravitics.

Chris closed the meeting at about 11.00pm and
invited everyone to supper.

PML Builds 640hp Electric MINI
From:
http://www.worldcarfans.com/2060724.006/photo

Surely it can't be an Electric Mini?!

Warwick … said that he did get some results
on his parallel path motor, but had made a
mistake in using a second hand bearing which
only had a five thousandth of an inch tolerance.
They had found out that the clearances were
absolutely critical and that some laminates
could not be brought closer than 20 thou. As it
was it had an efficiency of 76% as a generator
and 90% as a motor, and they could not stall it
by hand with only 15 Watts of power being
applied to it He added that it was very tricky to
get it to operate in its parallel path mode and
that it might need electronic timing as one
hundredth of a degree difference could make a
5% difference in efficiency.
Matthew … gave the treasurer’s report, saying
that we had $1350.00 in the bank. He added
that we had two months to think about new
officers for the AGM, saying that some
members as himself had held their positions for
5 years, and Peter had looked after both
libraries and was still the minutes secretary
after 10 years (as well as doing the tea and
coffee), and needed a break.
Devashaon … put two motions to the vote.
1 / that ASTROSA purchase a 3.5 inch
multimedia drive for the library.
2 / that we purchase the Wilhelm Reich DVD
set. Both motions were agreed to.
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While all the world's most famous motoring
names look on, a British company, PML, has
chosen the UK's most prestigious motor show
as the venue to strip away all the
misconceptions surrounding electric/hybrid
vehicles and to showcase a truly awesome car.
Featuring four revolutionary electric wheels, the
standard BMW Mini One you can see on Stand
270 is predicted to have a top speed
approaching 150mph and to outaccelerate a
Porsche 911 Carrera from 060mph. Brake
horsepower is a stunning 160bhp per wheel 
640bhp in total.
The car, dubbed the Mini QED, has been
designed to run for four hours of combined

urban/extra urban driving, powered only by a
battery and bank of ultra capacitors. For longer
journeys at higher speeds, a small conventional
internal combustion engine (ICE) is used to re
charge the battery. In this hybrid mode, fuel
economies of up to 80mpg can be achieved.
Please go to the web site for the full story.

From:
http://www.steorn.com/news/releases/?id=1001

Steorn announcement: Kinetica
Demonstration
Further to Steorn’s announcement yesterday (5th
July) regarding the technical difficulties
experienced during the installation of its “Orbo”
technology at the Kinentica Museum in London,
Steorn has decided to postpone the
demonstration until further notice.
Sean McCarthy CEO stated that “technical
problems arose during the installation of the
demonstration unit in the display case on
Wednesday evening. These problems were
primarily due to excessive heat from the lighting
in the main display area. Attempts to replace
those parts affected by the heat led to further
failures and as a result we have to postpone the
public demonstration until a future date.”
He continued that “we apologise for the
inconvenience caused to all the people who had
made arrangements to visit the demonstration or
were planning on viewing the demonstration
online.”
Over the next few weeks the company will
explore alternative dates for the public
demonstration.
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DISCLAIMER: All information given in
this newsletter is for educational purposes
only. No claims are made on or for the
validity or correctness of the material
provided. ASTRO S.A. Incorporated
accepts no responsibility for any mishaps
or accidents incurred by any persons
utilising this information.

